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Retreat Schedule 
 
Friday Oct 18 
 
11 a.m.-2:00 p.m.    Welcome and Orientation—The Confluence of Two Traditions: 

Historical Context, Orientation to the Program, Introductions 
(Loizzo & Campayo)  

2:00 – 4:00 p.m.       Lunch 
4:00 – 6:00 p.m.  Afternoon Program—Retreat Overview: The Art and Science of 

Mindfulness-Based Compassion Practice (Loizzo & Campayo) 
6:00 - 6:30 p.m.       Break 
6:30 – 9:00 p.m.  Evening Program—The Common Humanity of Suffering: Engaging 

Social Stress and Trauma with Unbiased Empathy (Loizzo)  
9:00 - 10:00 p.m.     Dinner    
 
Saturday, Oct 19 
 
10 a.m. – 12 p.m.   Morning Program—The Interpersonal Psychology of Suffering: 

Healing the Traumatic Self with Wise Self-Compassion (Loizzo) 
12:00 - 12:30 p.m.   Break 
12:30 - 2:00 p.m.     Afternoon Program—Social Healing and Engagement: Growing 

All-Inclusive Compassion with Giving-and-Taking (Loizzo) 
2:00 – 4:00 p.m.      Lunch 
4:00 - 6:00 p.m.  Afternoon Program—Compassionate Activism and Transformation: 
     Cultivating Altruistic Agency by Emulating Mentors 
(Loizzo) 
6:00 - 6:30 p.m.       Break 
6:30 – 9:00 p.m.  Evening Program—Program Pedagogy: Creating a Compassionate 
     Learning Community (Loizzo & Campayo) 
9:00 - 10:00 p.m.     Dinner    
  
Sunday, Oct 20 
 
10 - 11:30 a.m. Morning Program—Integration: Bringing Compassion into Personal 

and Professional Practice (Loizzo & Campayo) 
11:30 a.m.–12 p.m. Break 
12:00 – 2:00 p.m.   Afternoon Program—Application: Weaving Compassion into 

Everyday Life and Work, Setting Intentions (Loizzo & Campayo) 
2:00 – 4:00 p.m. Lunch and Departure 
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Selected Social Vehicle (Mahayana) Texts 

 
1. The Heart of Transcendent Wisdom, the Lady Buddha.  Bhagavati 

Prajnaparamita-hrdaya. ( R. Thurman translation) 
 

2. Shantideva’s Guide to the Altruist’s Way of Life. Bodhisattva-carya        
Avatara (J. Loizzo translation)   
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THE HEART OF TRANSCENDENT WISDOM, THE LADY BUDDHA 
BHAGAVATI-PRAJNAPARAMITA-HRDAYA  
Collected by Arya Nagarjuna (c.150-250) 
Translation by Robert A.F. Thurman (1995) 
 

Thus did I hear on a certain occasion.  The Lord was dwelling on the Vulture 

Heap Peak at Rajagerha, together with a great community of monks and a great 

community of Bodhisattvas.  At that time, the Lord entranced himself in the samadhi of 

teaching called “Illumination of the Profound.” 

 At the same time, the holy Bodhisattva Avalokiteshvara, the great messiah, was 

contemplating the practice of the profound transcendence of wisdom; and he realized 

that those five body and mind processes are void in their intrinsic reality. 

 Thereupon, influenced by the psychic power of the Buddha, the venerable 

Shariputra addressed the holy Bodhisattva Avalokiteshvara, the great messiah, thus:  

“When any noble son wishes to engage in the practice of the profound transcendence 

of wisdom, how should he learn?” 

 Then the holy Bodhisattva Avalokiteshvara, the great messiah, addressed the 

venerable Shariputra thus:  “Shariputra!  When any noble son or noble daughter wishes 

to engage in the practice of the profound transcendence of wisdom, he or she should 

realize it in way:  those five body and mind processes should be truly realized to be 

void of any intrinsic reality.  Matter is voidness.  Voidness is matter.  Voidness is not 

other than matter; neither is matter other than voidness.  Likewise, sensations, 

conceptions, emotions, and consciousness are also void.  Shariputra!  Thus all things 

are voidness:  signless, uncreated, unceased, stainless, impeccable, undecreased, and 

unincreased.  Shariputra!  Therefore, in voidness there is no matter, no sensation, no 

conception, no emotion, no consciousness, no eye, no ear, no nose, no tongue, no 

body, no mentality, no form or color, no sound, no scent, no taste, no texture, no idea.   
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There are no sense media, from eye to mentality; and there are no consciousness 

media from visual-to mental-consciousness media either.  There is no ignorance and no 

cessation of ignorance, and so on up to no old age and death and no cessation of old 

age and death either.  Likewise there is no suffering, no origination, no cessation, no 

path, no intuitive wisdom, no attainment, and no nonattainment either.  

 “Therefore, Shariputra, because the Bodhisattva is without attainment, he lives 

in reliance on transcendent wisdom; his spirit is unobscured and free of fear.  Passing 

far beyond all confusion, he succeeds ultimately in Nirvana.  And all the Buddhas who 

live in past, present, and future rely on transcendent wisdom to reach manifestly 

perfect Buddhahood in unexcelled, perfect enlightenment.  Such being the case, there 

is the mantra of transcendent wisdom; the mantra of the great science, the unexcelled 

mantra, the uniquely universal mantra, the mantra that eradicates all suffering.  It is not 

false and should be known as truth; the transcendent wisdom mantra. 

 “TADYATHA/-GATE-GATE-PARAGATE-PARASAMGATE-BODHI-SVAHA// 

 “Shariputra!  Thus should the Bodhisattva, the great messiah, learn the profound 

transcendence of wisdom!” 

 Thereupon, the Lord arose from that Samadhi and applauded the holy 

Bodhisattva Avalokiteshvara, the great messiah:  “Excellent!  Excellent!  Noble son!  

Such it is!  Such it is!  One should practice the profound transcendence of wisdom in 

just the way you have taught it.  And even the Transcendent Lords will joyfully 

congratulate you!”  

 When the Lord had spoken thus, the venerable Shariputra, holy Bodhisattva 

Avalokiteshvara, the great messiah, everyone in that audience, and the whole world, 

with its gods, humans, titans, and fairies, all rejoiced; and all applauded what the 

Buddha said. 
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GUIDE TO THE ALTRUIST’S WAY OF LIFE 
Selections from Chapters III and VIII 
(BODHISATTVACARYA-AVATARA) 
By the Nalanda Master Shantideva (c. 690-760) 
Excerpts translated by Joe Loizzo, 2012 
 
 
Motivation: Transforming the Mind Through Compassion 
 
As a flash of lightning on a gloomy night  
Illumines the darkness for an instant, 
So inspired by the power of the awakened, 
We living beings have flashes of goodness. 
 
The spirit of compassion transforms  
This impure form into an awakened gem, 
So I must get hold of that spirit, 
The supreme alchemical elixir. 
 
How can one measure the worth  
Of this jewel of the mind? 
It is both the seed of the world’s joy  
And the medicine for its suffering. 
 
 
Step One: Equalizing Empathy for Self and Other 
 
First of all, let me strive to contemplate  
The equality of self and other.  
Since we are all equal in seeking pleasures and avoiding pains,  
I should guard all others as I do myself.  
 
The parts of the body such as hands are many.  
Yet they are one in needing to be protected.  
In pleasure and pain, all living beings  
Are just like me in only wanting to be happy.  
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So why not regard them as all parts of one body?  
 
Since I and others are alike in wanting happiness,  
What is so special about me that I strive for my happiness alone?  
 
 
Since I and others are alike in not wanting pain,  
What is so special about me that I guard myself but not others?  
 
“I do not protect them since their pains do not hurt me."  
Then why do I guard myself from future pains,  
Since they also do not hurt me now?  
So I must dispel the pains of others,  
Because they are pains, just like my own.  
 
 
Step Two: Outgrowing Self-Enclosure Through Self-Compassion 
 
Why should the unknown pain of all be abolished?  
This is no argument (but a simple fact):  
To abolish my own I must abolish all.  
Otherwise I must stay in pain with all other beings. 
 
“Since empathy increases my suffering 
Why should I invest in developing it?” 
Since I (already) sense the suffering of beings, 
Why would (feeling) compassion intensify it? 
 
If (suffering) a single pain 
Could end countless pains, 
Any caring person would feel compelled 
To bear that pain for her sake and others’. 
 
The vast ocean of joy 
When all beings are free,  
Why am I not satisfied with that?  
What can I do with a solitary freedom?  
 
Accomplishing the welfare of beings,  
I should not be conceited or amazed with myself,  
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But enjoying single-mindedly the welfare of others,  
I need not expect any rewarding fruit.  
 
Just as I protect myself  
From unpleasant things, however slight,  
 
 
I should have a protective concern  
And compassionate attitude for others.  
 
Through the power of familiarization,  
I have come to regard as myself  
A few drops of others' sperm and ovum,  
In themselves quite insubstantial.  
 
Since I learned to do that,  
Likewise why can I not  
Come to regard others'  
Fully developed bodies as myself?  
 
 
Step Three: Cultivating the Power of Compassion Through Giving and Taking 
 
Having understood the flaws in self-concern,  
And the ocean of advantages in other concern,  
I must abandon self-enclosure  
And cultivate concern for others. 
 
One who desires as soon as possible  
To give refuge to self and others  
Should practice this noble secret teaching  
Of the transposition of self and other.  
 
If I give it away, what can I enjoy?  
Such selfish thinking is our demons' way.  
If I enjoy it, what can I give?  
Such altruism is the way of our gods.  
 
All suffering in this world arises  
From the wish for one's own happiness (alone).  
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All happiness in the world arises  
From the wish for others' happiness.  
 
What need is there to say more.  
The immature work for their sake alone,  
The awakened work for the sake of others,  
Just look at the difference between them!  
 
If I don't truly exchange my happiness 
For others' sufferings not only will I fail 
To attain (the bliss of) full awakening,  
I will not gain even fleeting happiness. 
 
Pursuing only my present and future happiness 
Precludes my mastering this art of joy, 
And contributes to others’ suffering,  
So my confusion causes intolerable harm. 
 
Since all the violence that occurs— 
The trauma and misery of the world, 
All spring from this habit of self-enclosure, 
What can be done with this great demon? 
 
If I don’t give myself over completely 
I won’t be able to end my own suffering— 
You can’t stop being burned by fire 
As long as you don’t extinguish it. 
 
 
Step Four: Cultivating Altruism Through Emulating Mentors 
 
So to heal my own wounds 
And relieve the pains of others, 
I must give myself over to others, 
And attend to others as myself. 
 
May I be the doctor and the medicine 
And also the nurse  
For all ailing beings in the world, 
Until everyone is healed.  
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May a rain of food and drink fall 
To dispel the pangs of hunger and thirst, 
And during eras of famine 
May I myself become food and drink. 
 
May I be an inexhaustible treasury 
For the homeless and the poor, 
 
May I transform into everything they need 
And may those be ready at hand. 
 
Without any sense of loss 
I offer my life and resources 
As well as my lifelong virtues 
For the sake of helping all beings. 
 
By giving my all, loss is transcended 
And my mind will attain lasting joy. 
It is best that I give my all to all beings 
Now, just as I must at my death.  
 
May I be a protector for those who lack one, 
A guide for all travelers on the way, 
May I be a bridge, a barge, or a ferry 
For all who wish to cross (to the other shore).  
 
May I be an island for those seeking one, 
A lamp for those searching for light, 
May I be a bed for all who must rest, 
And a servant for all those in need. 
 
Just like space and all 
Forms of matter, solids and such, 
May I always sustain the life 
Of the endless variety of living beings.  
 
Just as all transcendent ones before 
Conceived the spirit of altruism 
And continuously lived  
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By the practice of altruism, 
 
So for the sake of all beings 
I now conceive the spirit of altruism 
And likewise will continuously  
Live by the practice of altruism. 
 
Today my life has become meaningful, 
Having fortunately gained this human form 
 
I’ve been born in the family of the awakened,  
And am now one of the heirs of the awakened. 
 
 
Dedication: Committing to the Spirit of Radical Compassion 
 
As a blind beggar fumbling in garbage 
Stumbles across a rare precious gem, 
Likewise (inside me) I've found 
This precious spirit of altruism. 
 
This (spirit) is the sublime elixir 
That melts the lord of death, destroyer of lives; 
The inexhaustible treasury that ends 
The poverty of all beings in the world. 
  
It is the supreme medicine 
That cures all the illness in the world; 
It is the perennial tree that shades all beings, 
Exhausted from wandering all walks of life. 
 
It is the all-purpose bridge 
That liberates beings from unfortunate lives; 
It is the waxing moon of the mind 
That relieves the pangs of compulsion. 
 
 It is the magnanimous sun that burns off 
The fog of delusion from the world; 
It is the quintessential cream 
That rises from churning the milk of teachings. 
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For all those traveling the byways of life 
Who hunger for the taste of true happiness, 
This spirit will satiate all with pure joy 
And inspire them with supreme bliss.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Noble Truth	 Mindfulness Fields	 Steps of Compassion	 Compassion	Skills	

Suffering	 Breathing	Body	 Social Stress	 Unbiased	Empathy	

Origin	 Sensitivity/Raw	Feel	 Traumatized Self	 Self-Compassion	

Cessation	 Awareness/Mind	 Inclusive Compassion	 Giving-and-Taking	

Path	 Experience/Elements	 Embodying Altruism	 Emulating	Mentors	

 
 
Table 1. Truths and Fields of Mindfulness, Steps & Skills of Compassion. Loizzo, 2018. 
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COMMUNAL LEARNING AGREEMENTS 
Guidelines for Inquiry, Dialogue and Embodiment 

 
Learning at Nalanda Institute is unlike most of the learning we experience in our 
culture, especially when it comes to the quality and scope of participation it involves. 
Fundamental to our pedagogy, at the Institute we apply the Buddha’s framework for 
contemplative learning—the four noble truths, especially the eightfold path—which 
spells out basic guidelines for those wishing to learn from his healing wisdom and art. 
These guidelines are meant to help us reflect on how we lay a solid foundation for 
transformative learning together as students, faculty, board members and friends. To 
that end, we offer these agreements to help foster our contemplative learning, 
personal and communal. The agreements fall into three domains, insofar as they help 
support the cultivation of the three core disciplines of contemplative learning the 
eightfold path prescribes: wisdom, ethics, and meditation. These domains touch on 
our approach to inquiry, dialogue, and embodied interaction, respectively.  
 
The following agreements are suggested guidelines meant to prompt personal inquiry 
and communal dialogue about the learning and growth of each of us as individuals and 
of the community as a whole. We offer them in the hope that reflecting on them may 
help remind us to keep showing up with the open mind, warm heart, and caring 
manner that dispose us to respect each other’s views, experience, boundaries, and 
personal space. And we offer these agreements in the hope that they will help us co-
create the truly inclusive, brave, and mutually nurturing context we need to learn and 
change together—to do the deep inner work of contemplative self-transformation and 
the urgent communal work of transforming the society and world we all share.  
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Inquiry Agreements: 
We encourage inquiry and insight to discover our fully developed natural learning 
capacity as living human individuals and communities. These agreements are informed 
by the first two steps on the eightfold path—clear view and caring intention. 

Over the course of our time together, we will strive to— 

• Examine deeply our own views with a willingness to learn their flaws, opposing views 
with a curiosity to learn their strengths, and familiar views we take as common sense. 

• Face implicit biases that lead us to unconscious pre-judgements, attachment to 
people and things that feel familiar and aversion to those that feel unfamiliar. 

• Try to unlearn/let go of such tacit perceptions and biases, and to engage in helpful 
conversations on them with peers and faculty.  

• Actively seek feedback, guidance, encouragement, and nurturance from faculty and 
peers, and open ourselves to hearing and taking in what feels helpful. 

• Stay true to your highest intention, minding our true motivation for learning,  
acknowledging unconscious conflicts and blocks, refining and renewing our wisest, 
most caring intentions.    

 

Dialogue Agreements: 
We encourage dialogue from an openness to be fully present with yourself and others, 
to discover new perspectives and experiences, and to be deeply affected and 
transformed in the process. These agreements are informed by the third step of the 
eight-fold path: skillful speech. 

Over the course of our time together, we will strive to—                                                                      

• Listen openly, impartially, deeply and with dignity in our communications with peers 
and faculty, willing to learn something new, be challenged, and/or changed.  

• Speak from the heart—when we feel something say something to communicate our 
experience with an intent to engage in real transformative dialogue.  

• Engage with courage and openness, bravely take space when we have something 
to share and step back to listen when its time to hold space for others. 

• Remember—intention is not impact, be prepared to listen and learn when speaking 
our mind is heard by someone of different experience as insensitive, divisive or harsh.  

• Maintain confidentiality, by keeping any private details we hear confidential, and 
bringing only what we’ve learned from it into our life and work. 
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Interaction Agreements: 
We realize that optimal human learning requires a shared practice of working together 
to co-create a context of social engagement, emotional transparency, and embodied 
caring connection. These final agreements are informed by the fourth through eighth 
steps of the path: skillful action, wholesome livelihood, committed effort, thorough 
mindfulness and complete concentration. 

Over the course of our time together, we will strive to—                                                                      

• Participate faithfully in our sessions and meetings, arriving promptly, ready to 
engage, and staying until the event ends, unless something unforeseen interferes.  

• Inform core faculty if we anticipate missing a session, follow up with peers and 
faculty, review materials and send a reflection on them by email.  

• Check our impact, when our embodied way of being or acting strikes others with 
different experience as insensitive or intrusive, and be ready to listen and learn. 

• Explore and subvert our role in systemic oppression, work together to face and 
stop systemic harms and to co-create a community of greater inclusion and justice. 

• Be intentional, keep our communal agreements and personal intentions in mind, 
learn from our limits in doing so, and continue to stretch them through practice. 

 
By entertaining, experimenting with, and trying to observe or revise these communal 
agreements, each of us will be participating to co-create a context for learning that all 
of us despite our differences can more fully experience as supportive, caring, 
encouraging and appropriately challenging. It is our hope that your assent to, 
reflection on, and efforts to practice the spirit of these agreements will also help you 
individually optimize your experience of the full potential of contemplative learning.  

By seriously using these agreements as guidelines for your active participation at 
Nalanda Institute, we believe you will be helping to foster deep liberating inquiry, 
healing emotional dialogue, and embodied transformation in yourself and your peers, 
helping to start human ripple effects that will impact all those in your life and work, and 
through them all beings in the world we share. 
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Inclusion, Equity and Diversity at Nalanda Institute 
 

At Nalanda Institute, we seek to foster an environment that is welcoming, diverse, and 
truly inclusive of all who might benefit from the contemplative teachings and practices 
of the Nalanda tradition. Supported by our pedagogy for integrating these teachings 
and practices into contemporary life, it is our intention to nurture the inquiry needed to 
expose and unlearn implicit biases and power structures that impede our communal 
ability to hold space for all students and faculty, at the intrapsychic, interpersonal, and 
systemic levels. We aim to promote the inclusion and participation of people of diverse 
identities—including all races, genders, ethnicities, cultures, sexual orientations, 
gender identities, classes, religions, abilities, body sizes, and ages—so that all can feel 
welcomed and respected in our spaces. We believe that in order for our community to 
thrive and succeed in its mission of training contemplative leaders, the voices of all 
people in our society must be heard in all our program offerings. We also believe that 
our students and faculty learn and grow best when our community reflects the full 
breadth of our society and the world around us. 
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Contemplative Psychotherapy Program 
CONSENT FORM 

	
	
	
	

I	have	read,	reflected	on	and	understand	Nalanda	Institute’s	Communal	Learning	
Agreements,	and	agree	to	try	my	best	to	observe	them	as	guidelines	for	my	participation	in	
the	Contemplative	Psychotherapy	Program	over	the	coming	year.		
	
I	also	assume	responsibility	to	pay	the	full	balance	of	my	tuition	as	agreed	upon	at	my	
enrollment,	and	understand	the	Nalanda	Institute	policy	that	tuition	is	non-refundable	
after	the	start	of	the	Fall	semester.			
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
______________________	 	 ________________________				_____________	
Signature		 	 	 	 Name		 	 	 	 				Date	


